Diamond needles emit intense bunches of
electrons when illuminated by light
1 June 2017, by Lisa Zyga
The fact that diamond emits electrons at all is
somewhat surprising, since bulk diamond is an
electrical insulator. But the researchers found that,
even when not exposed to illumination, the
diamond needles exhibit a small electrical
conductivity at room temperature. The researchers
attributed this small conductivity to material defects.
However, when the researchers illuminated the
base of the diamond needles in vacuum with a
nanosecond pulsed laser, the electron emission
from the tip of the needles greatly increased. This
observation suggests the involvement of a longdistance transport mechanism along the entire
100-µm length of the needle.
Scanning electron micrograph of an individual diamond
needle fixed in a silicon holder. Credit: V. Porshyn et al.
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(Phys.org)—For the first time, researchers have
demonstrated that shining a nanosecond pulsed
laser at the base of a 100-µm-long diamond needle
can significantly enhance electron emission from
the tip of the needle. The ability to control electron
emission with light in this way has potential
applications in portable X-ray sources, electron
microscopes, and sensors.

The researchers propose that excitons, which are
bound states of electrons and holes, provide the
underlying mechanism. The excitons get excited by
the laser's energy and propagate along the needle
as a traveling wave packet. Some of these excitons
are ionized by the electrical field, generating "hot
electrons" that are emitted at the tip of the needle.
The scientists expect that electron-emitting
diamond needles may offer potential advantages
for a variety of devices used in research.

"You can, for example, very efficiently find out the
nature of an unknown material with an X-ray source
The researchers, V. Porshyn et al., have published using a diamond needle by means of the X-ray
a paper on the electron-emitting diamond needles fluorescence spectroscopy," Porshyn said. "If you
in a recent issue of Applied Physics Letters.
put this needle as a cathode in an electron
microscope, you can more easily reach a very high
"Our research shows how the energy and the
resolution (up to one nanometer) because you have
charge transport work in a diamond needle in
a very efficient point field emitter. Of course, you
general," Porshyn told Phys.org. "Also, we show
can use the needle as sensor to detect light, as
that a photostimulated diamond needle is capable well."
of emitting picocoulomb electron bunches within
nanoseconds. Thus, the observed current is
In the future, the researchers plan to investigate
enough to operate a compact portable X-ray
heating the diamond needles in order to improve
source. In an ideal case, the device may be as
the photoresponse, as well as to test the needles in
small as a pen."
a triode configuration, which is typically used in Xray sources.
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ABSTRACT
We report an explicit experimental observation of
photostimulated electron field emission from
diamond. The electron emission properties of
monocrystalline diamond needles were investigated
in the dark and under illumination by nanosecond
laser pulses. A prominent increase in the electron
emission current was detected under illumination
by light with photon energies above 5.0 eV. The
linear dependence of the photoinduced emission
current on the light intensity was observed in the
spectral range of 5.0 to 5.9 eV, while its field
dependence demonstrated saturation behavior.
The remarkable feature of the observed
phenomenon was the fact that illuminated and field
emission areas of the diamond needles were
spatially separated by about 100 ?m in the used
experimental setup. Possible mechanisms for the
observed effects are discussed.
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